The general problem of calculating the flow fields associated with hypersonic airbreathing aircrafts is presented.
Introduction
In summary, the status of CFDfor analyzinq the flow fields associated with hypersonic airbreathing airplanes is as follows. Full viscous analysis codes exist today for hypersonicgliders. Additionally, viscous analysis codesexist for the components of the most likely engine for hypersonicairplanes, the scramjet engine. Of these components, the inlet analysis capability is the most maturewith somewhat less capable codes available for nozzles andcombustors. Also, an attempt has beenmadeto incorporate suchcodesinto a design strategy for the nozzle portion of the flow field.
The time, thus, appearsripe to consider the extensionof current CFD technology to oneof the most crucial problemsto be dealt with in the development of the hypersonic airbreathing airplane--propulsion/airframe integration. Additionally, further development of designstrategies should occur over the next several years, with a heavyfocus on inlets and nozzles. In this paper, wewill first discuss the CFD requirementsfor hypersonicairplanes as compared to reentry vehicles. Wewill then review the status of the key CFD technologies incorporated into the current airframe andenginecomponent codes. This will be followed by a discussion of the design problemusing the constrained nozzle design problemas an example. Finally, wewill discuss those areas of CFDtechnology requiring further development to deal with the propulsion/airframe integration problem. The geometrical complexity of the forebody/inlet region extends to the aft end of the hypersonicairplane. The flow here is dominatedby the interaction of the multiple internal/external nozzle systemflow with the vehicle wing/body flow. The nozzle flow field will include real gas effects throughout the operating envelopeof the vehicle, andat off-design conditions possible flow separation on the external nozzle surface mustbe accounted for. Requirements for accurate prediction of the completethree-dimensional flow field are again important on the external nozzle in order to estimate the nozzle thrust coefficient and the direction of the net thrust vector. Prediction of surface properties such as skin friction, heat transfer, andpressure are also vitally important. The real gas models incorporated in the nozzle flow analysis must include the chemistry of the combustorproducts as well as the air chemistry. with oneof the coordinate directions in a bodyfitted coordinate system. The steady RANS equationsare then simplified by eliminating termsinvolving derivatives in the primary flow direction in the viscous stress tensor. Remainingderivatives, with repsect to the primary direction, are then upwinddifferenced and for flows whoseMachnumber components in the primary direction is entirely supersonic a well Dosedinitial value problemensues. The flow field maythen be solved as a forward machingproblemin the primary direction.
Enginecombustorflow
In order to makethe discussion more concrete, it will be assumed that the PNS equations written on the x, y, z Cartesian coordinate systemhavebeentransformedto the curvilinear _,n,_ coordinates. Here is taken to be the primary flow, or marching, direction. In this case, the PNS equations become 
The system of Equation (3) Additionally. the central-difference methodsare limited in shock capturing capability. Despitethis, as will be demonstratedlater in the paper, they are currently the algorithms of choice for complexhypersonicairplane flow-field prediction.
The upwindRANS methodsalleviate several of the central-difference method shortcomings. Thesolution algorithms appearto be morerobust and they possess superior shock-capturingcapability. To date, however,the applicability of the methodto the hypersonicairplane problem is still in the exploratory stage.
Real
Gas Effects Eachinlet modulehas a geometric contraction ratio of 4.0, and the cowl closure begins at the throat of the inlets. The results presentedhere are for zero angle of attack andyaw. Figure 6 showsthe grid in a cross plane and the symmetryplane of the configuration beginning from the face of the inlet modules. The extendedportion of the grid belowthe cowl in the symmetry plane is for accountingthe interaction betweenthe internal andexternal fow. This interaction arises due to the aft placementof the cowl that exposesthe high-pressure internal flow to the lowpressure external flow. Thegrid in the cross plane showsgrid lines going through the modulesidewalls. This is done to avoid elaborate grid generation procedure which will be required to embedd the modulesidewalls which are not present in the extendedregion of the grid under the cowl. If a cross plane lies abovethe cowl plane, the grid points lying within the sidewalls are ignored andsuitable boundaryconditions are applied on the surface of the sidewalls but if the cross plane lies belowthe cowl plane, all the grid points are usedin the analysis. The calculations presentedhere are made with Figures 12 and 13 . A capture plot of the inlet is shownin Figure 14 . It is seen that as the center passageis gradually closed, the total inlet capture goesdown, but the capture plots of individual passagesshowthat all the decreasein capture is dueto the increasedspillage from the center passage. The capture of the side passages remainsconstant. This aqain confirms that there is no interaction betweenthe center and side passages. The secondattempt to chokethe center passageis made by movingthe cowl forward from its initial location of x/ xT = I. Twocowl locations of x/xT = .85 and .67 are tried with strut compression angle remaining at 9°. For both cowl locations, the center passagestill did not chokebut the inlet capture increasedsignificantly as is seen from Figure 15 . But for x/xT = .67, whenthe strut compression angle is increasedto i0°, choking or unstart of the center passageis observed. Figure 16 showsthe pressure contours in the symmetry plane of the inlet. The results of 9°strut compressionanqle are usedas the starting solution. Pressurecontours at 5,500, i0,000, 13,000, and 17,500clearly show the development andformation of a bow shock aheadof the cowl. This bowshock stands in front of the cowl producing a region of subsonicflow betweenthe shock and the cowl andresulting in significantly increasedspillaqe from the center passage. Thepressure contours in the cross plane located sliqhtly abovethe cowl plane are shown in Figure 17 . It is seen that the flow in the side passages has also beenmodified due to the unstart of the center passage. Obviously, once the subsonic flow aheadof the cowl is established, it interacts with the flow in the side passagesandmodifies it. Fiq. 7.-Velocity vector field and pressure contours in a cross plane slightly abovethe cowl plane. L= 17500, es=lO°__ 
